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Abstract: This article further develops Coda Mirror theory (Ségéral–Scheer 2001a): its short-

comings are identified (overgeneration: the super-weak position predicted has no empirical

echo, and the four-way parametric situation predicted in domain-final position is confronted

with only two attested configurations), and a solution is proposed by dispensing with the

equal-rightedness of government and licensing. Government over licensing is the principle

proposed: no constituent can simultaneously be the target of both lateral forces, and if both

could in principle apply, government is given precedence. A welcome by-product of this move

is a new definition of open vs. closed syllables that makes sense: vowels in the former, but

not in the latter, are licensed.
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1. Introduction

The Coda Mirror is a theory of lenition and fortition that is couched
in the syllabic environment CVCV (or strict CV).1 It was laid out in
Ségéral–Scheer (2001a),2 and has known various implementations and

1 CVCV was initiated by Lowenstamm (1996) and is developed, among others, by
Szigetvári (2001); Cyran (2003); Scheer (1998c; 2004a); Passino (2008); Ziková
(2008); Rowicka (1999).

2 Ségéral–Scheer (2001a) is a slightly more evolved French version of the original
English manuscript Ségéral–Scheer (1999), which is available online.
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412 TOBIAS SCHEER – MARKÉTA ZIKOVÁ

applications.3 Below we develop the Coda Mirror further by amend-
ing its mechanics in one central point: government and licensing are
not equal-righted. The motivation for this move comes from the word-
final (or rather: domain-final, see Kaye 1995) situation, i.e., where non-
phonological factors come into play. Shaping linguistic theory according
to interface requirements is of course a very minimalist thing to do.4

2. The Coda Mirror as it stands

The central idea of the Coda Mirror is that positional strength of con-
sonants depends on the distribution of empty nuclei. The five relevant
positions cluster into two disjunctions according to their behaviour, plus
the intervocalic position V V: the coda {#,C} and its mirror, the
Strong Position {#,C} . As may be seen under (1) below, the two dis-
junctions are reduced by the Coda Mirror so that consonants in coda
position occur before empty nuclei (∅), while consonants in the Strong
Position are found after empty nuclei (and intervocalic consonants are
not adjacent to any empty nucleus).

(1) The five positions and their interpretation in the Coda Mirror

Position Usual name

(a) # V word-initial Strong

(b) VC. V post-coda Position
∅

(c) V .CV internal coda

(d) V # final coda
Coda ∅

weak positions

(e) V V intervocalic V V no adjacent ∅

}

}











The Coda Mirror builds on the Mirror effect: it can hardly be by ac-
cident that the coda and its mirror, the Strong Position, are exactly
symmetric not only as far as their structural description is concerned
( {#,C} vs. {#,C} ), but also regarding their effect: coda consonants

3 Among others, the following may be quoted: Szigetvári (1999; 2008); Cyran (2003;
2008); Seigneur-Froli (2003; 2006); Ségéral–Scheer (2001b; 2005; 2008a;b), Scheer
(2004a, §§110, 556; 2004b); Marotta (2008); Kijak (2005); Csides (2000; 2007);
Passino (2008).

4 This article is a piece of Scheer (forthcoming), where a more elaborated version
appears.
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THE CODA MIRROR V2 413

are weak, while coda mirror consonants are strong. The reduction of
both disjunctions, an insuperable obstacle in a traditional syllabic envi-
ronment, produces the same symmetry ( ∅ vs. ∅ ). The question why
the former, rather than the latter is weak (and the latter, rather than
the former strong) is answered by the lateral relations government and li-
censing that make the architecture of syllable structure in CVCV (which
is thus built on lateral dependency-type relations, rather than on trees).

Government spoils the segmental expression of its target, while li-
censing provides support. Each nucleus that is a good lateral actor (i.e.,
that can dispense lateral relations) can govern and license, and will al-
ways do so (a nucleus cannot “decide” not to govern or not to license).
Empty nuclei require government from the following nucleus, which is
therefore unable to govern its own onset. This is the reason why empty
nuclei introduce a disruption of the intervocalic equilibrium. Table (2)
below shows the effect of empty nuclei on following consonants, which
stand in Strong Position (target consonants are underscored). Follow-
ing Lowenstamm (1999), the beginning of the word is represented by an
empty CV unit (see e.g., Ségéral–Scheer 2008b for discussion).

(2) Consonants in Strong Position: ungoverned but licensed

(a) initial consonant #

C V - C V . . .
| |

# C V

Gvt

Lic

(b) post-coda consonant C.

. . . V C V C V . . .
| | | |
V R T V

Gvt

Lic

The nucleus following word-initial and post-coda consonants is called to
govern its preceding peer, which is empty. It cannot govern its own onset
for that reason. At the same time, the nucleus in question has no specific
licensing duties and therefore licenses its own onset. A consonant in strong
position is thus licensed but ungoverned.

Table (3) below shows the situation of the three remaining positions.
Consonants in the coda disjunction (3a,b) occur before an empty

nucleus; they are both ungoverned and unlicensed for that reason: empty
nuclei are laterally disabled. On the other hand, intervocalic consonants
are not adjacent to any empty nucleus. They are therefore governed and
licensed: their nucleus is contentful (and hence a good lateral actor), but
unlike under (2), it has no governing duties.
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414 TOBIAS SCHEER – MARKÉTA ZIKOVÁ

(3) Consonants in codas: ungoverned and unlicensed
Intervocalic consonants: both governed and licensed

(a) internal coda .C

V C V C V
| | | |
V R T V

Gvt

/

Lic

/

(b) final coda #

V C V #
| |
V C

Gvt

/

Lic

/

(c) intervoc. V V

V C V
| | |
V C V

Gvt

Lic

In sum, the two lateral relations define the five positions as follows.

(4) Licensing Government Position Segmental health
according to predictions

− Coda Mirror splendid
+

+ V V unfavourable

− Coda unfavourable
−

+ impossible —

The fourth logical possibility, i.e., where a consonant is governed but not
licensed, was held to be impossible by Ségéral–Scheer (2001a). It may
be called the nightmare position since consonants will be spoiled (by
government) and in addition unsupported (by licensing). The nightmare
position will play a prominent role below.

3. FEN: the parametric system of Scheer (2004a) overgenerates

3.1. Four logical possibilities

Table (5) below reproduces the four-way parametric space that is gener-
ated in Scheer (2004a, §545), i.e., on the assumption that government and
licensing apply independently (their source is the Final Empty Nucleus,
FEN).

That this system overgenerates was already made explicit in Scheer
(2004a, §543), and is also pointed out in Cyran’s (2006, 534ff) review of
the book. Cyran goes through the detail of the predicted configurations
that do not appear to correspond to any empirical record.
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THE CODA MIRROR V2 415

(5) The word-final situation: four-way parametric system of Scheer (2004a, §545)

FEN can vowels before word-final word-final consonants are in
consonants

(a) + license

+ govern behave like in
intervocalic position

(b) + license open syllables

− govern
post-coda (strong) position

(c) − license

+ govern behave like in
nightmare position

(d) − license closed syllables

− govern
coda position

It was already mentioned that the two predicted situations that stand
without empirical echo are the two grey-shaded cells under (5). An anal-
ysis of this picture shows that it is government, not licensing, that makes
the system overgenerate.

There are two well-known loci of variation at the right edge of the
word: long vowels before word-final consonants may or may not be subject
to closed syllable restrictions (closed syllable shortening, open syllable
lengthening), and word-final consonants may or may not behave as co-
das. Both are controlled by the same parameter; i.e., extrasyllabicity in
traditional terms, licensing in the Coda Mirror.

Let us first look at consonants. In languages where FEN can license,
word-final consonants do not behave like codas (i.e., they are extrasyl-
labic) because they are licensed—unlike coda consonants, which are not.
On the other hand, word-final consonants behave like true codas in case
FEN are unable to license Scheer (2004a, §542). Unfortunately, the bi-
nary choice that is produced by licensing alone is further expanded when
government comes into play: FEN that are able to license may or may
not be able to govern (see (5a,b)), just as FEN that cannot license (see
(5c,d)). According to the standards of the Coda Mirror v1, licensed word-
final consonants are intervocalic when also governed (5a), but stand in
strong position when remaining ungoverned (5b). On the other hand, un-
licensed word-final consonants are only true codas when also ungoverned
(5d). Otherwise, they are in the weakest possible situation, the nightmare
position (5c).

The length of vowels before word-final consonants is also controlled
by licensing. This follows from the definition of long vowels, whose com-
plement needs to be licensed. Long vowels that alternate in length are
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left-headed. Hence their complement nucleus (V2 in V1V2C∅CV) fails
to be licensed in closed syllables: the following nucleus is empty and
governed (Scheer 2004a, §§230, 532). Therefore in languages such as Ice-
landic, where closed syllable shortening applies word-internally, but not
in word-final syllables (/VVRTV/ does, but /VVC#/ does not shorten),
V2 in V1V2C∅# must receive licensing. The only possible source is the
FEN. In other words, in extrasyllabic languages where the final consonant
does not count for syllabic matters, FEN are able to dispense licensing.
By contrast in languages where closed syllable shortening affects internal
and final syllables alike, FEN are unable to license.

Although the literature does not really address the question whether
vocalic and consonantal effects of extrasyllabicity always go hand in hand,
the prediction that the licensing power of FEN decides for both appears
to meet the empirical record: “extrasyllabic once, extrasyllabic forever”
(see Scheer 2004a, §§364, 551). That is, there are no “half-extrasyllabic”
languages: word-final consonants cannot be extrasyllabic just for effects
that concern their own body (but not for those that affect preceding
vowels), and the reverse pattern is also excluded.

3.2. The nightmare position is unwarranted

The nightmare position, however, does not appear to have any empirical
response: there are no super-weak consonants (which on top occur only in
word-final position). Also, it falls foul of another empirical generalization
(Ségéral–Scheer 2008a; Scheer 2004a, §536). The variable item of the two
disjunctions is always located at the edge: either both internal and final
coda consonants behave like codas (C# is not extrasyllabic), or only
internal coda consonants behave like codas (while C# behave as non-
codas, i.e., are extrasyllabic in traditional terms); the reverse pattern,
however, where word-final consonants behave like codas but internal coda
consonants do not, does not exist (e.g., l-vocalization affects either both
pre-consonantal and word-final codas like in Brazilian Portuguese, or only
pre-consonantal codas like in (Old) French). The same is true for the
Strong Position: either both word-initial and post-coda consonants are
strong like in Romance, or only the internal member of the disjunction,
i.e., post-coda consonants, is strong, while word-initial consonants behave
like intervocalic consonants; this pattern is found in Greek (Seigneur-Froli
2003; 2006). The reverse pattern where word-initial consonants are strong,
but post-coda consonants are not, is not on record.
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THE CODA MIRROR V2 417

It also follows from this generalization that edge consonants can only
deviate from the internal member of their disjunction in the opposite
direction of strength: codas are weak, and word-final consonants may
be non-weak (i.e., extrasyllabic); coda mirror consonants are strong, and
word-initial consonants may be non-strong (i.e., intervocalic). Nightmare
consonants, however, would deviate from the strength pattern of their
disjunction by being weaker than codas. This violates the generalization.

3.3. Only two patterns have an empirical echo

In sum, only two cases out of four seem to make sense: those which
have concordant values for government and licensing. Either word-final
consonants are both governed and licensed as under (5a), which makes
them intervocalic and hence extrasyllabic, or they are neither governed
nor licensed as under (5d), in which case they are true codas, i.e., non-
extrasyllabic.

If the arbitral award of the empirical echo is taken seriously, what
needs to be done in order to eliminate overgeneration is to get rid of (5b)
and (5c). Translated into lateral terms, the rationale is clear: government
and licensing must not be independently parameterised. That is, either
FEN can dispense both, or neither.

Note that the reduction from four to two options is neutral with
respect to the second locus of variation: since the length of vowels in final
syllables depends only on licensing, all that is needed in order to cover
the pattern is a binary distinction between FEN that can and FEN that
cannot license. The reduced system offers this contrast: table (5) shrinks
to just (5a) and (5d), which cover both the consonantal and the vocalic
variation.

Finally, as before, consonantal and vocalic effects of extrasyllabicity
are covered by the same parameter, i.e., the (in )ability of FEN to license.

It thus seems that the reduction of the parametric possibilities to
just those which have concordant values for government and licensing
allows for a better fit with the empirical situation. While this is certainly
an encouraging result, more needs to be done: the following section shows
that the system continues to produce the nightmare situation (5c).
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3.4. The nightmare position is a nightmare for the theory:
it also occurs word-internally

Even though the shrunk parametric system of FEN does not produce the
nightmare position (5c) anymore, this position continues to occur in two
other circumstances.

In languages where FEN can license, vowels in final closed syllables
are long (Icelandic is a case in point, see Scheer 2004a, §§533, 544 for data
and literature). In such a language word-final consonants should also be
extrasyllabic since they will be licensed by the FEN. This, however, is
only true when they follow a short vowel: they fail to be licensed (while
still being governed) when preceded by a long vowel because the FEN is
called to license the preceding nucleus. The relevant situation is depicted
under (6) below.

(6) Extrasyllabic languages (i.e., where FEN can license and govern)

(a) C# following a lexically short
vowel: intervocalic position

. . . C V C V
| | |
C V C #

Lic

Gvt

(b) C# following a lexically long
vowel: nightmare position

C V C V C V
| | |
C V C #

Lic

Gvt

Word-final consonants thus experience different conditions according to
whether they are preceded by an underlyingly short or long vowel. In the
former case (6a), they are intervocalic in terms of the Coda Mirror v1
(both licensed and governed), while they face nightmare conditions in the
latter (governed but unlicensed, (6b)).

This kind of variable consonantal strength according to whether the
preceding vowel is long or short hardly meets any empirical echo. We do
not know whether the relative strength of word-final consonants can be
controlled in Icelandic (or in other languages where closed syllable short-
ening occurs only in internal syllables). If it turns out to be identical for
(6a) and (6b), the scenario of (6) is not refuted since the results of lenition
in the intervocalic and the nightmare position could coincidentally be the
same (just as intervocalic and coda consonants behave alike in some lan-
guages). Hence it will be difficult to falsify the prediction that is made by
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THE CODA MIRROR V2 419

(6). Only a language that indeed attests different reactions of word-final
consonants under (6a) and (6b) could provide positive evidence.

In any event, then, it is safe to say that the existence of the nightmare
position is certainly not something that a theory can be proud of.

The second instance of the nightmare position is the word-internal
equivalent of (6b), i.e., where a long vowel precedes an intervocalic con-
sonant (/VVCV/). This configuration is identical to (6b), except that
the consonant in question is followed by a contentful nucleus, which is
called to license the second nucleus of the preceding long vowel as before.
The consonant enclosed will therefore be unlicensed but governed, hence
super-weak.

It may be doubted that empirical response is waiting out there,
whether in internal or in final position.5 We therefore consider the night-
mare position to be a nightmare for the theory: it needs to be done
away with.

4. Coda Mirror v2: government and licensing
must not be equal-righted

4.1. Unitary abilities of FEN cannot be the only answer

The preceding discussion has identified the overgeneration that the para-
metric system of FEN has produced in Scheer (2004a), as well as its
origin, the independent application of government and licensing. That
is, overgeneration at the right edge of the word can be eliminated if the
lateral abilities of FEN reduce to an on/off setting: either FEN are lat-
eral actors and can both govern and license, or they are not, in which
case they can dispense neither lateral force. This move prevents the sys-
tem from generating word-final consonants in strong and in nightmare
position.

While this offers a correct description of extrasyllabicity (including
its effects on vowels), we have seen in section 3.4 that the Coda Mirror
as it stands produces the nightmare position also word-internally. This

5 Balogné Bérces (2005, 144ff) mentions data from English that seem to show that
if anything, word-internal consonants after short vowels are weaker than after
long vowels, i.e., the reverse of the situation predicted by (6). That is, in some
dialects tapping appears to occur after short vowels as in latter, but not after
long vowels as in later.
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is motivation enough for engaging into a revision of the lateral network,
that is of the Coda Mirror as such. Following Cyran (2006), the guiding
idea will be that government and licensing are not equal-righted. We will
see that a side-effect of the revised system also offers a better definition
of the opposition between open and closed syllables.

4.2. Government over licensing

In his review of Scheer (2004a), Cyran (2006, 534) recommends to for-
malize the interaction between government and licensing. The revision
of the phonological engine of CVCV that is proposed below follows this
advice. The challenge is to modify the rule of the game so as to get rid
of the nightmare position while not losing any of the generalisations re-
garding syllable structure and the Coda Mirror. Touching any piece of
the puzzle impacts the mechanics elsewhere. This is of course warranted,
but severely restricts the room for modifications.

The guiding idea is that government and licensing do not act in-
dependently of one another; rather, they obey a natural hierarchy that
determines their behaviour when they could in principle apply simulta-
neously.6

(7) Government over licensing

No constituent can be governed and licensed at the same time. In case a con-
stituent can potentially be subject to both lateral forces, it will be governed.

The following sections discuss the impact of this principle first on the
Coda Mirror itself (the general word-internal situation), then on the
parametric situation at the right edge (section 5).

4.3. Consequences for the Coda Mirror: intervocalic consonants

(7) impacts most directly the identity of intervocalic consonants: while
they were both governed and licensed before, they are now only governed.

6 In a different environment, Balogné Bérces (2001, 53) has also argued that
“[a] consonant [. . .]cannot be simultaneously governed and licensed by the same
vowel.” In case a vowel could in principle dispense both lateral forces, the conflict
is resolved according to stress on her analysis: stressed vowels (in English) prefer
to license, while unstressed vowels rather govern their onset.
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THE CODA MIRROR V2 421

This move also addresses a critique that is sometimes levelled against
the Coda Mirror (among others by Cyran 2006, 530ff, 537): how could
the reaction of an onset be calculated if its melodic expression is si-
multaneously inhibited and enhanced? Intuitively, opposite forces cancel
each other out. The Coda Mirror has always been explicitly agnostic
regarding the interpretation of simultaneously governed and licensed con-
stituents. The only thing that was important was the ability of the theory
to formally distinguish the two weak positions, intervocalic and the coda
(“two ways of being weak”, cf. Scheer 2004a, §131; Szigetvári 2008), while
making sure that both of them are weaker than the Strong Position.

As a matter of fact, thus, the relative strength of both weak positions
remained an open question (see Scheer 2004a, §§130f). On the assumption
of (7), the theory now makes a clear statement: consonants are weaker in
intervocalic than in coda position since the former are spoiled (and only
spoiled), while the latter do not experience any lateral influence. One
could say that they appear “naked” on the surface, i.e., in the positional
conditions that are produced by the absence of phonological computation.
Figures (8a,b) below recall the situation of coda consonants, which is
unchanged, while (8c) shows intervocalic consonants when (7) is applied.

(8) Coda Mirror v2

Consonants in codas: ungoverned and unlicensed
Intervocalic consonants: governed but unlicensed

(a) internal coda .C

V C V C V
| | | |
V R T V

Gvt

/

Lic

/

(b) final coda #

V C V #
| |
V C

Gvt

/

Lic

/

(c) intervoc. V V

V C V
| | |
V C V

Gvt

Lic

/

The confrontation with the empirical record must show whether it is true
that intervocalic consonants are weaker than consonants in coda position.
A hint that this could be correct is the implicational relationship that
appears to govern spirantisation patterns across languages: spirantisation
in codas only seems to occur if it is also observed intervocalically; on the
other hand, in many systems intervocalic consonants spirantise without
spirantisation affecting codas. Hence the attack of spirantisation appears
to first consider the weakest targets—intervocalic consonants—, and may
then optionally extend to more solid codas (see Szigetvári 2008 on this
issue).
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The general conditions that consonants experience when (7) is ap-
plied appears under (9) below. Note that the only situation that is
modified with respect to the Coda Mirror v1 is the intervocalic position:
the definition of the Strong Position and the coda is as before.

(9) Coda Mirror v2

position definition in terms of lateral relations

(a) Strong Position {#,C} licensed but ungoverned

(b) coda {#,C} unlicensed and ungoverned

(c) intervocalic V V governed (but unlicensed)

The fourth logical possibility, i.e., a constituent that is both governed
and licensed, is ruled out by (7). Also note that the configuration “gov-
erned but unlicensed” characterised the nightmare position before, but
now describes regular intervocalic onsets. Therefore the system is un-
able to produce a situation where a consonant is weaker than both codas
and intervocalic onsets. That is, (7) kills two birds with one stone: the
equal-rightedness of government and licensing is done away with, and the
nightmare position is eliminated.

Section 4.4 shows that the nightmare position is really absent from
the plot, also when it comes to the representation of vowel length.

4.4. Intervocalic relations

4.4.1. Long vowels

The revised lateral identity of intervocalic onsets has also consequences
for internuclear relations. In order to see that, consider the ground rules
under (10) below. Note that they have not varied since Scheer (2004a)
and the Coda Mirror v1, except for (10cii), which is a consequence of (7).

(10) Origin and application of lateral relations

(a) Nuclei exhaust their lateral potential: nuclei which are enabled to govern do
govern, nuclei which are enabled to license do license (Scheer 2004a, §148).

(b) By default, nuclei target their own onset, i.e., “choose” the shortest move.

(c) They target other nuclei in two situations:

(i) when they are called to either govern or license a preceding empty
nucleus;

(ii) when they govern their onset and hence cannot license it simulta-
neously.
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THE CODA MIRROR V2 423

In a language where the initial CV marks the beginning of the word, the
Strong Position is thus unchanged as under (11) below.

(11) Consonants in Strong Position: ungoverned but licensed

(a) initial consonant #

C V - C V . . .
| |

# C V

Gvt

Lic

(b) post-coda consonant C.

. . . V C V C V . . .
| | | |

V1 R T V2

Gvt

Lic

Regarding government, the two situations at hand are instances of (10ci):
the government of the contentful nucleus is called to apply to the preced-
ing empty nucleus.

The symmetric case occurs when the empty complement nucleus of
a lexically long vowel calls for licensing from the nucleus to its right. This
configuration is shown under (12a) below.

(12) Intervocalic licensing

(a) long vowels

C V C V C V
| | | |
C V C V

Gvt

Lic

(b) intervocalic consonants

C V C V
| | | |
C V C V

Gvt

Lic

(12b) shows the situation of a simple intervocalic consonant. The com-
parison with the long vowel under (12a) demonstrates that unlike in the
original system, intervocalic consonants after long and short vowels ex-
perience the same conditions: they are governed (and unlicensed). Recall
from section 3.4 (figure (6b)) that in the original system, (12a) was the
configuration that placed the intervocalic consonant in the unwarranted
nightmare position.

The configuration has not changed (the consonant is governed and
unlicensed as before), but the interpretation thereof is not the same any-
more. That is, being governed (but unlicensed) as under (12b) are now
the conditions that are experienced by regular intervocalic consonants be-
cause of (7): no constituent can be simultaneously governed and licensed.
Since for that reason the source nucleus cannot license its own onset, it
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must exhaust its licensing potential by licensing the preceding nucleus
(see (10a)).

4.4.2. Closed vs. open syllables

In the new system, contentful nuclei that are preceded by another con-
tentful nucleus cannot license their own onset anymore. A welcome by-
product of this situation is a distinction between vowels in open and
closed syllables that could not be expressed before.

(13) Definition of open vs. closed syllables

(a) Vowels in open syllables are licensed.

(b) Vowels in closed syllables are unlicensed.

That this is indeed what the new system produces may be seen when
comparing the situation of (12) (where long and short vowels in open
syllables are depicted) with the configuration of (11b) that shows a vowel
in an internal closed syllable: V1 under (11b) is followed by a governed
empty nucleus, which is thus unable to dispense either government or
licensing. That is, vowels in closed syllables are unlicensed by definition
because they are followed by a laterally disabled empty nucleus.

The definition of open vs. closed syllables that was proposed in
Scheer (2004a, §163) is less precise and also less adequate: a vowel was
supposed to sit in an open syllable iff it was subject to either government
or licensing. According to the new definition, vowels in open syllables
can only be licensed. This makes sense: licensing enhances the segmen-
tal content of its target. Hence vocalic inventories in open syllables are
expected to express the full range of melodic possibilities, while only a
curtailed inventory should occur in closed syllables, which lack support
from licensing. This is precisely the pattern that is pervasively observed
across languages (e.g., Harris 1997).7

7 The impact (or rather: the non-impact) of the revised system of lateral relations
on the representation and the behaviour of branching onsets cannot be discussed
in the frame of this article. The identity of branching onsets that is presented in
Scheer (1998a) (also Scheer 2004a, §14) is modified in Scheer (2000) in order to
make the structure comply with locality requirements (see Brun-Trigaud–Scheer
2010). The new system of lateral relations is entirely transparent to the status of
branching onsets in their local guise.
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5. The parameterisation of FEN
with non-equal righted government and licensing

5.1. Desiderata and relevant structures to be tested

Table (14) below recalls the four logically possible configurations that
FEN can endorse when government and licensing are independently pa-
rameterised.

(14) Independent government and licensing:
logically possible parametric values of FEN

FEN can govern FEN can license

(a) yes yes

(b) no no

(c) yes no

(d) no yes

We know that only (14a) and (14b) make sense empirically. This is why
it was concluded that the lateral actorship of FEN is parameterised as a
whole: either FEN are able to dispense both lateral forces, or neither.

Also recall the reason why (14c) and (14d) are unwarranted: the for-
mer produces word-final consonants in (super-weak) nightmare position,
while the latter makes the outlandish prediction that there are languages
where word-final consonants stand in Strong Position.

The two sections below show how things sort out when the revised
version of the Coda Mirror is applied: word-final consonants should not
be able to occur in either the nightmare or the strong position anymore.
Also, unlike in the old system and like in the new system in word-internal
position (section 4.4.1), word-final consonants should experience the same
conditions after long and short vowels.

5.2. Languages where FEN are laterally enabled
(i.e., can govern and license)

The word-final situation in languages where FEN are sound lateral actors
is shown under (15) below.

Under (15a), vowels in final closed syllables may be long because the
FEN is able to license their complement nucleus. Since the FEN can also
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(15) Extrasyllabicity in [+Gvt, +Lic] languages

(a) /VVC#/ comes out long,
C# after long vowels is in in-
tervocalic position

C V C V C V
| | |
C V C #

Gvt

Lic

(b) C# after short vowels is in
intervocalic position

C V C V
| | |
C V C #

Gvt

Lic

govern, the final consonant following the long vowel is governed, which
means that it experiences intervocalic conditions. The same holds true
for word-final consonants that occur after a short vowel as under (15b):
they will be governed by the FEN; since they cannot be simultaneously
licensed, the preceding vowel benefits from support, which means that it
stands in an open syllable.

In sum, thus, all word-final consonants are intervocalic in this type
of language, and vowels followed by word-final consonants always stand
in open syllables. Word-final consonants never experience different con-
ditions according to whether they are preceded by a long or by a short
vowel—exactly what we wanted to achieve.

The language at hand where FEN are sound lateral actors is the
description of an extrasyllabic language: word-final consonants “do not
count”; that is, they do not behave like codas, which also makes preceding
vowels display open syllable behaviour.

5.3. Languages where FEN are laterally disabled
(i.e., can neither govern nor license)

(16) below shows the right edge of words in languages where FEN cannot
dispense lateral forces.

(16) Extrasyllabicity in [−Gvt, −Lic] languages

(a) /VVC#/ comes out short,
C# is in coda position

C V C V C V
| | |
C V C #

Gvt

/

Lic

/

/

(b) C# is in coda position

C V C V
| | |
C V C #

Gvt

/

Lic

/
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Since FEN are laterally disabled, word-final consonants are always un-
governed (and of course unlicensed), after long as much as after short
vowels. That is, they stand in coda position. Also, vowels in final closed
syllables cannot be long since the nucleus of their second leg will fail to
be licensed by the FEN. Finally, note that both long and short vowels
experience the conditions of closed syllables: they suffer from the absence
of licensing.

The language described is thus non-extrasyllabic on all counts: word-
final consonants “count”; they therefore behave like codas and close their
syllable, which means that preceding vowels experience closed syllable
effects.

6. Why there is no word-initial variation
and why only C-final words produce variation

6.1. Morpheme-final is phase-initial

Let us now consider two questions: why do languages display paramet-
ric variation at the right, but not at the left edge of words? And why
is the right-edge variation only encountered with consonant-final words?
In other words, why are there extrasyllabic consonants, but no extrasyl-
labic vowels? Nothing withstands a scenario where word-final vowels are
extrasyllabic (Scheer 2004a, §549): in some languages, vowel-final words
could behave as if the vowel were not there; the preceding consonant
would then have coda status. In other languages where final vowels are
not extrasyllabic, the preceding consonant would then be regular onsets.
This kind of variation is not on record.

The answer to these questions is in-built in CVCV and the way it
conceives of phonological computation. Let us first make explicit the fact
that the stretch of the linear string whose right edge we are talking about
is the phase (or cycle in more traditional phonological terminology, or the
domain in GP-coined terms). Cyclic (or inside-out) derivation, a corner-
stone of generative grammar, supposes that syntactic structure is inter-
preted piecemeal: rather than in one single go, phonological computation
applies to strings of growing size from the most to the least embedded
item. In modern phase theory, these are called phases (Uriagereka 1999;
Chomsky 2000 and following).

Let us now look at what happens when a phase-defined string arrives
in phonology. On the account of CVCV, two properties of phonological
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interpretation are hard-wired: all strings end in a nucleus, and they are
parsed from right to left, hence starting with the last nucleus. Regressive
interpretation follows from the fact that all lateral relations (and almost
all phonological processes) are head-final (Scheer 1998b; 2004a, §218).
That is, phonological computation in CVCV consists of the application
of government and licensing to a string that is made of onsets, nuclei
and (eventually) associated melodic material. Given that lateral relations
are head-final, the lateral status of constituents (i.e., whether they are
governed and/or licensed, and in turn whether they can govern and/or
license) is always determined by the lateral status of a constituent to
their right. Therefore the computation of constituent n supposes that
the phonological status of constituent n+1 is already determined. Hence
phonological computation parses the string from right to left.

FEN are thus the last item in the string (from the point of view
of Western spelling), but they are the first item to be processed by
phonological computation: FEN are phase-initial.

6.2. There are no extrasyllabic vowels because contentful nuclei come
with full lateral specifications

If a consonant-final string is in fact FEN-final, and if FEN are phase-ini-
tial, it follows that variation is only encountered at the right edge of
consonant-final words. The difference between an empty and a content-
ful nucleus is that the latter inherits full phonological abilities from its
melodic content: contentful nuclei are always good governors and good
licensors. Empty nuclei, on the other hand, have no phonological prop-
erties per se: their governing and licensing abilities depend on whether
they are subjected to government or not.

In case the first item that is hit by phonological computation is a(n)
(final) empty nucleus, its phonological properties must somehow be de-
fined. Everywhere else in the string, the lateral properties of constituents
are defined by constituents to their right. That is, phonological compu-
tation cannot begin unless the phonological properties of its first domino
are defined. Since the phase-initial nucleus itself does not bear any in case
it is empty, a surrogate mechanism must provide the information that is
necessary in order to initiate the computation. This is done by a param-
eter setting. In case the last nucleus is contentful, no such crutch needs
to be recurred to: contentful nuclei come with full lateral equipment.
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This scenario also explains why there is no equivalent variation at the
left edge of words (or phases): the left edge is computation-final, which
means that nuclei never lack lateral specifications.

7. Conclusion

In the system of Scheer (2004a), government and licensing were indepen-
dent actors, both regarding the Coda Mirror and the parameterisation
of FEN. In this article, their equal-rightedness was identified as a fac-
tor of overgeneration. Against this backdrop and following Cyran (2006),
a hierarchical relationship between government and licensing was intro-
duced: in case a constituent could be subject to both forces, it will only
be governed. This move modifies the engine of the Coda Mirror regarding
intervocalic consonants, which are now only governed (while they were
both governed and licensed before). The parametric system of FEN was
also revised according to the new rule.

The new system provides a comprehensive definition of the difference
between open and closed syllables: Nuclei in open syllables are always li-
censed, which explains why vowels in this position show the maximal
vocalic inventory. They are unlicensed (i.e., unsupported) in closed sylla-
bles and therefore typically host inventories whose melodic distribution
is curtailed.

A last virtue of the Coda Mirror v2 to be mentioned is that it does
away with the schizophrenia of intervocalic consonants. These were both
governed and licensed before, and it was unclear how they could obey
both antagonistic forces at the same time, or why they do not cancel
each other out. In the amended system, schizophrenic consonants do not
occur anymore since no constituent can be simultaneously governed and
licensed.
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